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Abstract: The use of advanced technologies has increased drastically to maintain any sensitive 
records related to education, health, or finance. It helps to protect the data from unauthorized access 
by attackers. However, all the existing advanced technologies face some issues because of their 
uncertainties. These technologies have some lapses to provide privacy, attack-free, transparency, 
reliability, and flexibility. These characteristics are essential while managing any sensitive data like 
educational certificates or medical certificates. Hence, we designed an Industry 5.0 based blockchain 
application to manage medical certificates using Remix Ethereum blockchain in this paper. This 
application also employs a distributed application (DApp) that uses a test RPC-based Ethereum 
blockchain and user expert system as a knowledge agent. The main strength of this work is the 
maintenance of existing certificates over a blockchain with the creation of new certificates that use 
logistic Map encryption cipher on existing medical certificates while uploading into the blockchain. 
This application helps to quickly analyze the birth, death, and sick rate as per certain features like 
location and year. 

Keywords: Industry 5.0; knowledge agent; health care certificate; remix Ethereum; testRPC; 
metamask; Logistic Map Encryption cipher 
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1. Introduction 

In Industry 5.0, blockchain technology, and Encryption ciphers play an essential role in 
designing and deploying various real-time applications. All applications are currently transferring 
from Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0 because of increasing adaptability, productivity, and creating a 
responsive working environment. It has an impact on cost reduction [1]. This technology mainly 
focuses on the interaction between machines and human intelligence. It helps to design and deploy 
the applications to a new level of speed and performance. 

Furthermore, Blockcert is an open standard used for creating, viewing, verifying, and issuing 
any blockchain-related certificates [2]. Number of applications such as supply chain, Internet of 
things (IoT) [3], agriculture [4], aquaculture [5], health care departments can be benefited from the 
combination of Industry 5.0 and blockchain technology. Rapid growth in blockchain utilization is 
because of its advanced features like immutability, transparency, distribution, accountability, security, 
and reliability [6]. Moreover, it enhances the integration of other disruptive technologies [7] like 
machine learning, artificial intelligence, and others. Therefore, the proposed system is designed by 
considering domain expert knowledgeable users as entities to automate the proposed proposes over a 
blockchain. Many countries want to conduct their elections by a fully transparent voting system 
using blockchain technology. Russia has launched a blockchain-based electronic-voting system pilot 
project with the association of the City Election Commission of Moscow and the Department of 
Information Technology (DIT) [8]. Similarly, some countries like the United States, Netherlands, UK, 
Sweden, and India announced that blockchain technology-based real estate and land registry 
processes would be started shortly. 

This paper discusses the design and development of a distributed application for managing 
medical certificates. Logistic Map Encryption (LME) cipher [9] is used to encrypt the existing 
medical certificates before passing them over a blockchain by an expert agent, i.e., a doctor. 
Generally, a healthcare center's authority issued medical certificates such as birth, death, and sick 
(HCC). These are issued for various reasons like birth, death, and some health-related issues for 
employees to claim their leaves in their working environment. This application helps to avoid fraud 
in the generation of medical certificates from the healthcare centers.  

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature survey. The 
proposed architecture based on Industry 5.0 and blockchain is discussed in section 3. Section 4 
depicts results and analysis. The paper is concluded in section 5. 

2. Literature survey 

Chuka Oham et al. [9] proposed a framework for vehicle security, B-FERL, using blockchain 
technology. By using blockchain, B-FERL identifies whether an intelligent vehicle’s ECU is 
compromised by checking the interior disposition of the vehicle. When a compromise is spotted, it is 
escalated to rightful officials to take necessary actions to avert the compromised automobiles from 
begetting harm to the vehicular complex. The proposed framework works for both identification and 
response operations. B-FERL, a framework, helps us to safeguard the automobile against 
exploitation. 

Abdellatif et al. [10] proposed a system that allows the local nodes or servers to exchange 
medical data through a secure blockchain network. The system contains a local network and a 
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blockchain network where the local network processes medical data for optimization, and the vital 
information is shared through a blockchain network. The local data is collected through IoMT 
(Internet of Medical Things) and LHSP (Local Healthcare Service Provider). This entities-based 
network sharing helps in extensive data storing through processing and a secure approach to 
developing medical record exchange. 

B. K. Mohanta et al. [11] discussed various real-time security, privacy issues, and solutions 
regarding the Ethereum blockchain technology. The main factors are mainly low processing power, 
unsuitable cryptography techniques, and storage capacities. The problems based on IoT are also 
mentioned concerning various security layers with the integration of blockchain. The layers such as 
network, physical, and application are categorized into multiple risk zones based on the earlier issues. 
This differentiation helps to choose different data collection factors, aggregation, and analysis for 
risk-free security techniques. 

Table 1. Related works overview. 

Authors Properties 

 Admin BCT type Tool Integrity check Access 

control 

Application 

Sudeep [13] Existed Private Hyper 

ledger caliper 

Yes Yes Health care 

Emeka Chukwu 

[14] 

No exist Public Not specified No No Health care 

Ben Fekih R 

[15] 

No exist Public Not specified No No Medical 

records 

W. Lin [16] Exist Consortium DSSCB and 

VANET 

Yes Yes Agriculture 

Rakesh Shrestha 

[17] 

Existed Consortium Not specified Yes Yes Ad-hoc 

network 

Chun Ta Li [18] No exist Public Ethereum and 

Amazon Cloud

No No Medical data

M. Al 

Baqari[19] 

No exist Public Not specified No No EHR 

M. Tabrez 

Quasim [20] 

No exist Public Not specified Yes No Health care 

App 

Hasselgren A 

[23] 

Study work Study work Study work Yes Yes Health 

care 

Hasselgren A 

[25] 

Study work Study work Study work Study work Study work Health 

care 

Jens-Andreas H 

[26] 

Existed Public Ethereum Yes Yes Health 

care 

Proposed 

Methodology 

Existed Public Remix and 

text RPC 

Yes Yes Medical 

certificate 

Anushree Tandon et al. [12] discussed sharing electronic of medical records through blockchain 
technology. The work states that the healthcare sector has a wide range of use cases on blockchain, 
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such as maintaining electronic medical records, pharmaceutical supply chain, remote patient 
monitoring, and health insurance claims. This work helps us to understand the multiple applications 
available in the healthcare sector through blockchain security. Table 1 gives the information about 
comparison and contrast between existing works to the proposed system. 

3. Proposed system: Industry 5.0 and Ethereum blockchain-based medical certificate 

Blockchain technology is a disruptive technology. Currently, so many real-time applications are 
being designed using this advanced mechanism. This paper proposes a distributed application-based 
mechanism for maintaining official medical certificates under Industry 5.0 technology. It uses 
blockchain technology and users as knowledge agents. Initially, the Remix Etherum platform was 
used with Metamask wallet to deploy the proposed framework to generate medical certificates like 
birth, death, and sick. 

Furthermore, the system is implemented with a test RPC, Web, and Metamask to design and 
deploy the distributed application to maintain the new medical certificates and existing certificates 
that are available as physical copies. Logistic Map Encryption function [21] is used to generate 
cipher medical certificate of existing physical copies to maintain over a blockchain.  So many 
applications have been proposed in the health sectors using blockchain. Some of the lapses existing 
in the proposed work are lack of implementation results, platform details, etc. 

The proposed system's main ingredients are authorized health centers as domain experts, users, 
blockchain as intelligent agents, and local database to maintain the Electronic Health Care 
Certificates (EHCC), as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Industry 5.0 based proposed system. 
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authority (HRA) by submitting the required documents. HRA issues a unique ID to a healthcare 
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center to give treatment to the patients and issue medical certificates to the users.  
We have mainly focused on issuing and maintaining a blockchain-based medical certificate such 

as birth, death, or sick in the proposed system. Figure 2 shows the process of ethereum 
blockchain-based medical certificate generation and maintenance. 

 

Figure 2. Proposed system methodology. 

a) Smart contract 

The smart contract is lines of code using solidity programming. Each operation in the proposed 
system is executed through smart contracts consisting of solidity programming lines [21]. This 
system is implemented in two ways i.e., using a Web-based distributed Application and a 
system-based application. Both the applications use solidity programming to write smart contacts for 
performing the system operations like Cert_issue ( ), Cert_revoke ( ) and Cert_verify ( ). The 
attributes of the certificates are Hospital Name, Hospital ID, Hospital address, Doctor Name, 
Certificate type, Recipient Name and address, a unique ID of the certificate in terms of a hash value. 
The structure of the main attributes of the medical certificate are as follows. 
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1) Hospital_Name: A name of a hospital that has ready to issue the medical certificate.  
2) Hospital_ID: A hospital unique identity number (ID) that is issued by the central health care 

centers regulatory authority. 
3) Recipient_Name: A name of the receiver who has approached the hospital and requested a 

medical certificate.  
4) Recipient_Address: Complete details of the receiver like address, phone number, purpose. etc 
5) Certificate_Type: This field refers to the type of certificates such as birth, death, or a sick 

medical document.  
6) Doctor_Name: It gives information about the physician who has approved the certificate to 

the user.  
7) _Date: On which date the certificate was generated and issued. 
8) Cert_hash: It is a unique ID of the certificate that will be generated based on the certificate’s 

contents. And also, that will be used to refer to a specific certification that was issued by a central 
authority. 

b) Ethereum blockchain-based system Implementation 

Ethereum blockchain-based medical certificate maintenance is implemented in two ways, i.e., 
DApp using Web and test RPC, a system-based application using Remix. Both test PC and Remix 
run on the ethereum public blockchain network. Metamask wallet is a browser extension is used to 
get Eth. Eth is a cryptocurrency unit that is required to perform any operations over a blockchain 
network. Remix platform-based smart contract is deployed on Ropstern network-based ethereum 
blockchain. Test RPC-based DApp smart contract is deployed on localhost 8545. Algorithm 1 shows 
the health care centers recognition from regulatory authority assumed as a prerequisite in the 
proposed system. 

Algorithm 1: HCC_ enroll ( ) 

Input: HCC_Name, HCC_address, regulatory authority name 
Output: Unique ID to the HCC 
 
Step 1: Submit the details of health care centers such as Name,  
             address, infrastructures, Authority Name. 
Step 2: HCC_application = Name (HCC) || Addr(HCC) ||  
Infra_details (HCC) || Experts (HCC) || Auth (HCC) 
Step 3: Validate the details by Central regulatory authority  
            (CA) 
If (Integrity (HCC_Application) = = True) then 
                 issue unique ID otherwise reject the request 
                   HCCi = IDi 
 

The process of medical certificate issued to the user by the HCCs on both the proposed ways is 
shown in Algorithm 2. The user initially needs to submit the details about the required certifications 
such as a type of certificate (Birth, death, and sick), Name of a recipient, and address to the health 
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care centers. Furthermore, a physician or authorized person from the health care centers verifies the 
details by saving them in the healthcare centers' local database. Create a blockchain-based ID by 
successfully sending the certificate into ethereum based blockchain after going through the 
verification process. Metamask Wallet balance is required to perform any operation over a 
blockchain. 

Algorithm 2: Cert_issue ( ) 

Input: Certificate type, User name, user address, Date 
Output: Blockchain (BCT) based a unique ID 
Step 1: Verify the details given by the user 
   if ((Valid (details) = = True)) && Exist_ application) 

           Cipher Certificate = E LMF (Exist(certificate))  
 if ((Valid (details) = = True)) && New_application) 

            Stores in HCC_local database. 
                  Process on blockchain network. 
Step 2: Enroll the credentials using Web based DApp or  
            system App. 
Step 3: Connect to Metamsk. 

Ask confirmation to establish a connection between application to blockchain environment over a 
Ropestern or localhost 8545 Network. 

Step 4: If confirms the metamask request 
    Connection established and go to Step 5 
otherwise not established 
Step 5: If (Eth_balance > = Operation required balance) then  

Set the credentials over a blockchain 
BCT based Certificate generates 
Unique BCT _ID allotted to the certificate 

Step 6: If Step 5 fails then shows as 
Not enough Eth balance unable generate a BCT-based  
certificate. 

 

Algorithm 3 shows the process of encryption algorithm LMF that is used to encrypt the existing 
medical certificate document image before processing over a blockchain. LME based cipher medical 
certificate is uploaded through proposed Dapp from a system and is maintained over an ethereum 
based blockchain. 

Algorithm 4 shows the validation process after authority issues an authority to the user or any 
authorized person. This application helps to prove their identity regarding their birth or death or sick 
by presenting a unique BCT_ID without showing any physical identity proofs. Anywhere and 
anytime, the user's claim can be proved by presenting his/her BCT_ID. An authorized person enters 
the user ID in the application and verifies the credentials, whether if they exist in the blockchain or 
not. Figure 4 shows a metamask screen with a confirmation request to connect distributed application 
to a blockchain environment on the Test RPC based localhost 8545 network. 
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Algorithm 3: Logistic Map Encryption Cipher 

Input: Medical Certificate image – Existed/Older version 
Output: Cipher Medical certificate 
 
Step 1: Read a random number i.e., ‘x’ and plain medical  
            certificate (MI) 
               Where x ϵ (0, 1) and MI_size ← size (MI)  
Step 2: Apply chaotic logistic map. 
Step 3: For i ←1 to MI_size do 
                µ ← random number where µ ϵ (3.5, 4) 
    xi ← µ x(1-x) 
    x ← ni 

  k1[] ← xn 
Step 4: Generate a pseudo random sequence using a rightshift  
             operation. 
               for j ←1 to MI_size do 

      µ ← random number where µ ϵ (3.5,4) 
     xj ← µ x(1-x) 

 x ← xj 
  k2[] ← RSR (xn*255) 
Step 5: Generates a key matrix  
              key[][] ← (k1[]) ⊕ (k2[]) 
Step 6: Generates a Cipher Certificate 
     Enccertificate⟵ MI[][] ⊕ Key[][] 
 

Algorithm 4: Cert_verify ( ) 

Input: BCT_ID 
Output: Existed or not  
 
Step 1: Enter BCT_ID into the Web based Distributed  
             application (DApp) or System application 
Step 2: If (BCT_ID == Existed) then go to Step 3 otherwise  
            go to Step 4. 
Step 3: Successfully verified 
Step 4: Unsuccessful Entry 
 Revoke the user request 
 

4. Security analysis 

Blockchain technology is raised as an essential technology in Industry 5.0. Although highly well 
securely designed technology for resilience, some attacks are undertaking in it. The main elements of 
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a blockchain that can suffer from vulnerabilities are Smart Contracts, blockchain nodes, Wallets, and 
consensus mechanisms. Generally, blockchain attacks are categorized into four ways based on 
peer-to-peer network, wallet, smart contract, and consensus & ledger [27]. The lists of attacks under 
these categories are as follows. 

a. 51% attack 
The fundamental assumption in the blockchain mechanism design is that only the trusted nodes 

with the maximum computational power control system work on the blockchain network. If the 
unauthorized nodes with the collective power control system are more than the trusted or authorized 
nodes, then the risk of 51% will have occurred. Beikverdi et al. [28] discussed 51% attacks 
possibilities over a blockchain, although it is decentralized. In the proposed application, all the 
parties participate in the network using the allotted unique ID. Hence, every user must prove them as 
an authorized entity like the Zero-knowledge (ZK) protocol mechanism. 

b. Eclipse attack 
It refers to that attack on a specific user rather than a whole network on a decentralized network. 

It is a known attack in which the attacker seeks to isolate the victim user by flooding with false data 
then exploits them. The proposed knowledge engineering-based BCT application allocated a unique 
ID to the user and authorized parties for making transactions and communication. Allow only the 
parties who are participating in the network through the allotted unique ID. Each user sends a request 
to the health care centers, using an assigned unique ID to get their official health documents.  

c. Finney attack 
It is a type of double-spending attack that creates a chain to support fraud transactions. The 

attacker needs to spend a lot of time and patience to perform this type of attack because mining 
participation is required. In response to this, the attacker creates two transactions with the same 
amount. An initial transaction includes a valid block, and mining will start without broadcasting it to 
the network by an attacker. This meanwhile, the attacker creates a second transaction with the vendor 
by spending the same amount.  

If the vendor accepts the attacker transaction without confirmation from the network and serves 
the good, immediately an attacker transmits the mined block that includes the first transaction. The 
network takes valid blocks and rejects the vendor transaction. The vendor should wait to receive at 
least six confirmations before serving goods to mitigate this attack.  

In a Finney attack, the time to transfer the amount by an attacker and the time for merchant 
acceptance is 't'. The average time to find a block is 'T.' The probability of another block to be found 
on the same network simultaneously is 't/T. 'Generally, the attack will fail in this case, and the 
attacker will lose the reward of 'B.' The average cost of attempting the attack is = (t/T) × B. As a rule 
of thumb, the merchant should wait at least t = V x (T/B), Where V= value of the transaction 

d. Race attack  
Pre-mining the block before making a transaction doesn't require here as requires in the Finney 

attack [29–33]. Instead, the attacker sends the same amount to more than one vendor within a short 
period. In addition, the vendor receives a message about transaction rejection during mining when he 
provides service without receiving the block confirmation. Therefore, the vendor should wait for at 
least one confirmation block before delivering the goods to avoid this attack. 
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5. Results and analysis 

We have implemented the proposed system using the remix platform and also tested it using the 
test RPC platform. Ethereum blockchain [32, 34–39] network is used in these platforms. Moreover, 
this system used a browser extension, Metamask cryptocurrency wallet, to deploy the system 
operations over a blockchain network. An open-source, public blockchain-based application, Remix 
is used here to write the smart contracts using solidity programming for the functions performed by 
the proposed system such as issue_certificate ( ) and verify_certificate ( ). Furthermore, we have 
deployed the proposed system operations using a decentralized application designed using Web, Test 
RPC node, and solidity programming based smart contracts.  

Figure 3 shows a metamask screen with a confirmation request to establish a connection 
between the Remix platform to the etherum blockchain running on the Ropstern network. 

 

Figure 3. Metamask connection confirmation to process the smart contract over Remix platform. 

We have to pay a crypto balance to operate any function over a blockchain network. Figures 3 
and 4. show the confirmation request screens to establish a connection with the operating costs. The 
credentials enter on the webpage verified with the details in the Google Firebase at administration 
side. From Figure 2, we came to know that the connection establishment between a Remix-based 
medical certificate smart contract to the Ropstern based blockchain network cost is 0.000761 Gas. 
Figure 3 shows that the connection between the proposed application and the Test RPC (Localhost 
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8545) based blockchain cost is 0.001995 Gas. 

 

Figure 4. Metamask connection confirmation to process the smart contract over the 
DApp platform. 

 

Figure 5. Set ( ) operational cost over a remix platform. 
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After successfully establishing the connections, medical certificates’ attributes are used to issue 
the certificate to the user after deploying the certificates details in cipher format using LME 
algorithm over blockchain at administration side. Figure 5. shows the set ( ) function's operating cost 
to deploy the attributes of the user-required medical certificates. 

 

Figure 6. Set ( ) operational cost over a distributed application. 

 

Figure 7. Verification of a medical certificate on Remix platform. 
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Figure 8. Gas cost to set the medical certificates credentials on various platforms. 
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Figure 9. Consumption of total Eth for certificates generation. 

Figure 6 shows the cost of operation on an etherum blockchain-based distributed application. 
This certificate consists of a hospital registered ID, doctor name, hospital name, a required certificate 
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type, i.e., death, birth or sick, date of issue, etc. The results regarding the verification of the generated 
medical certificate is shown in Figure 7. The proposed method's operational cost over an etherum 
based blockchain network is shown in Table II. This table shows the cost of deployed functions of 
the system such as set_credentials ( ), issue_certificate ( ) and verify_certificate ( ). 

Figure 8 shows Gas’s consumption to generate medical certificates on both the platforms such 
as Remix Ethereum blockchain and test RPC etherum blockchain using Metamask Wallet. Gas 
consumption is measured in the units of Eths and GWei. Here we tested the application by generating 
up to 100 certificates. 

Figure 9 shows the details of the proposed system's operational cost on the Ropstern network 
and the localhost 8545 network by Web-based distributed application and remix-based system 
application. 

 

Figure 10. Proof of Etherscan to the certificate maintains over a blockchain. 

Figure 10 shows the details of transaction hash, block number, from address, to address, the 
value of the transaction interms of Ether, Txn Fee, Nonce, etc. The proposed system performance 
analyzed by considering the existing systems by considering the non functional operations such as 
latency and processing time. Here considered 100 certificates to process over a blockchain to 
investigate the system's latency and processing time. The processing time increases as the number of 
users increase to process their request over a system. Figures 11 and 12 show the comparison results 
with the existed systems which have implementation results. 
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Figure 11. Latency time for different transactions. 
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Figure 12.Processing time for different transactions. 

6. Conclusions 

Blockchain technology can help reduce fraud in the distribution and management of medical 
certificates. The proposed system will automate the certificate generation and certification process 
and maintenance and make it an attack resistance system using Ethereum based public blockchain 
technology. A single point and Central Authority failure affect the reliability of the system. The 
proposed approach reduces these kinds of problems with the immutable feature of the blockchain. 
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Due to its transparent feature, every node in the system gets information about creating a new 
medical certificate in a block as a transaction. Here Mata mask wallet is used for cryptocurrency 
balance in terms of Eths to operate system functionalities over a blockchain. The proposed system is 
a user-friendly application to issue or verify medical certificates from anywhere at any time. 
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